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BRAND NEW, Tudor Warship Mary Rose, Douglas McElvogue,
The great warship the Mary Rose was built between 1509 and
1511 and served 34 years in Henry VIII's navy before
catastrophically sinking in the Battle of the Solent on 19 July
1545. A fighting platform and sailing ship, she was the pride of
the Tudor fleet. Yet her memory passed into undeserved oblivion
- until the remains of this magnificent flagship were
dramatically raised to the surface in 1982 after 437 years at the
bottom of the Solent. Part of the bestselling Conway Anatomy of
The Ship series, Tudor Warship Mary Rose provides the finest
possible graphical representation of the Mary Rose. Illustrated
with a complete set of scale drawings, this book contains
technical plans as well as explanatory views, all with fully
descriptive keys. Douglas McElvogue uses archaeological
techniques to trace the development and eventful career of
Henry VIII's gunship, while placing it in the context of longer-
term advances in ship construction. This volume features: -The
first full archaeological reconstruction of the Mary Rose, as she
would have appeared when built and when she sank. -The
concepts behind the building of the ship,...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 percent of your
book. Its been developed in an exceptionally straightforward way and it is merely soon a er i finished reading through
this pdf where in fact transformed me, modify the way i think.
-- Da lton Mer tz-- Da lton Mer tz

This composed pdf is fantastic. It normally will not expense too much. You will like how the writer write this
publication.
-- Dr . Jer a ld Ha nsen-- Dr . Jer a ld Ha nsen
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